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The shapes of the density pro�les of eletron, hydrogen isotopes and impurities in the ore

of tokamak plasmas have important onsequenes on both the overall plasma stability as well

as on the plasma performane. The theoretial understanding of the experimentally observed

transport behaviours of eletrons and impurities is therefore an important and ative �eld of

researh in physis of tokamak plasmas. Under many onditions, it is observed that partile and

impurity transport is produed by non{ollisional (anomalous) e�ets. In this paper we assume

that the same instabilities that are thought to be responsible for anomalous ore heat losses,

are also responsible for anomalous partile transport. We investigate the partile and impurity

transport produed by ion temperature gradient (ITG) and trapped eletron modes (TEM),

onsidering realisti values of plasma parameters obtained in large tokamak experiments like

the Axial Symmetri Divertor Experiment (ASDEX) -Upgrade (AUG) and the Joint European

Torus (JET). Transport modelling of anomalous heat transport is often desribed by means of

theoretial models based on quasi{linear (QL) uid theory. These models ompute the transport

produed by the most unstable linear modes. While this simpli�ed desription an be onsidered

to some extent adequate to desribe the heat transport, we show here that it an be largely

inadequate to desribe partile transport. As it is shown in Fig. 1, there are onditions for whih

the diretion of the partile transport, determined by the sign of the phase shift between density

and eletrostati potential utuations, is found to depend on the magnitude of the poloidal

wave number. QL approahes must be based on values of the poloidal wave number whih are

lose to those where the non{linear (NL) transport is maximum to obtain the partile ux in

the same diretion (inward or outward) as it is obtained in NL simulations. Here we propose

a QL model, in whih this is ahieved by identifying in the linear spetrum the maximum of

the ratio =hk2
?
i, rather than just the maximum of  as a funtion of the poloidal wave number

[1℄. The value of hk2
?
i is omputed by hk2

?
i = k2y (1 + s2h�2i), where h�2i is the average of the

squared poloidal angle along the mode struture h�2i = (
R
�2j�2jd�)=(

R
j�2jd�). The heat and

partile uxes are then omputed by onsidering the phase shift of temperature or density and

eletrostati potential utuations at the value of the poloidal wave number for whih =hk2
?
i is

maximum. This QL model has been suessfully ompared with simulation results obtained with

NL gyrokineti odes like GENE [1℄ and GYRO [2℄. This QL model is applied to get partile

and heat uxes with the linear gyrokineti ode GS2 [3℄, onsidering as input plasma parameters

obtained in experiments at AUG and JET. Three main investigations have been undertaken:

the �rst is the existene of anomalous partile pinhes and predited peaked density pro�les

at realisti ollisionality onditions, the seond is the relationship between impurity density

peaking, and eletron density peaking and the diretion of the impurity partile uxes with

respet to the eletron partile ux. Finally, the third subjet is the dependene of the ratio

V=D of a trae impurity as a funtion of plasma parameters. The �rst subjet is motivated

by the observed dependene of density peaking on the ollisionality in AUG and JET H{mode

plasmas [4, 5℄. This phenomenon has been explained in the framework of transport modelling
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Fig. 1. Phase shift between density and
eletrostati potential utuatons vs the poloidal

wave number, for di�erent values of R=Ln.
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Fig. 2. D=� as a funtion of ollisionality,
omputed with the gyrokineti NL GYRO ode
and published in [2℄ (green), the linear version of
the GS2 ode [3℄ and the QL model desribed
here (red), and �nally the QL gyrouid model

GLF23 [6℄ (blue).

with the transport model GLF23 [6℄ by the e�et of ollisions on the anomalous pinh. Even

though the ollisional model of GLF23 provides a good desription of the behaviour of the

linear growth rate as a funtion of ollisionality [6℄, the dependene of the partile ux di�ers

signi�antly from the preditions of the gyrokineti odes, whih involve a Lorentz ollision

operator. The omparison is presented in Fig. 2, where the results of the GYRO ode has

been taken from Ref. [2℄. Given the fat that gyrokineti odes predit the disappearane

of the anomalous partile pinh for values of ollisionalities whih are muh lower than those

predited by GLF23, we have used the GS2 ode and the above desribed QL model, to ompute

the dependene of partile uxes for eletrons, deuterium and arbon for a set of AUG and JET

disharges as a funtion of both the deuterium and the arbon density gradients. The input

data for these ases have been seleted over a set of the best diagnosed disharges in both the

AUG and JET databases [4, 5℄, overing the range of variation of di�erent plasma parameters, in

partiular ollisionality. In all the ases, we have never found onditions for whih the eletron

partile ux is direted inwards for positive values of the logarithmi eletron density gradient.

The same onlusion is obtained for normal ollisional onditions of OH plasmas in AUG. If

the soure an be onsidered negligible, at least in the absene of any form of entral fuelling,

like for OH plasmas, the working point for the density pro�les is determined by the ondition

� = 0. With measured ollisionalities, and measured logarithmi temperature gradients whih

are found to be above the ITG and TEM linear thresholds, we have not found any experimental

set of plasma parameters for whih the ondition � = 0 is ful�lled in the presene of �nite

positive values of the logarithmi eletron density gradient. This implies that in the framework

of the present loal desription of partile transport in terms of a gyrokineti model inluding

a Lorentz ollision operator, the peaking of density pro�les in usual ollisional OH tokamak

plasmas is not predited, neither understood. The same onlusion an be drawn by omparing

the levels of partile uxes given by the soure and those provided by ITG/TEM instabilities in

the ase of NBI heated plasmas. Fig. 3 shows the results of these alulations for the JET shot

℄ 58894, for whih an evaluation of the partile soure level is presented in Ref. [7℄. The partile

ux provided by the soure at r=a = 0:5 has been evaluated among �=n = 0:07 � 0:2 m/s.

Considering 0.2 m/s as the maximal value, we �nd that to obtain the experimentally measured

logarithmi eletron density gradient, whih is around R=Ln = 3, the soure should have been

larger by at least a fator 20, or, in other words, with suh a soure level, the logarithmi
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Fig. 3. Eletron partile ux for di�erent values

of R=Ln of both deuterium (and eletrons) and

arbon (JET ℄58894 at r/a = 0.5, �GB = 3.0

m2/s). In these gyroBohm units , the soure level

is estimated below or equal to 0.2.
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Fig. 4. Contour lines of the eletron partile ux

as a funtion of R=LnD and R=LnC for a

ollisionless run. Curves of zero Deuterium and

Carbon partile uxes are also plotted.

density gradient predited by our model is pratially zero, at pro�le, in disagreement with

the experimental observations (the Ware pinh in these onditions is omputed to be well below

0.1 m/s, and an be negleted).

The other topis we have investigated are related to the transport of an impurity speies. This

has been done in both the limits of very small harge onentration (nZZ=ne << 1), whih

implies that the ontribution of the third speies is negligible in the quasi{neutrality ondition,

namely the third speies behaves as a trae (test partile), as well as in the ase of non{negligible

impurity onentrations, in whih ase the impurity provides non{negligible additional terms

in the dispersion relation. First we present results related to the latter problem. We have

performed a double san on the logarithmi density gradients of both deuterium and arbon

in the ollisionless limit, in order to �nd the working point at whih partile uxes of all the

partile speies ross zero. The results are presented in Fig. 4. We �nd that in the ollisionless

limit, with nC � ZC=ne = 0:2, R=LT i = R=LTe = 9 and Te = Ti (� = 0:16, q = 1:4, s = 0:8),

the urves of zero eletron, deuterium and arbon partile ux interset in the plane R=LnD,

R=LnC for �nite values of the logarithmi density gradients of all the speies, and spei�ally

for R=LnD = 4:1, R=Lne = 3:6 and R=LnC = 1:5. It is found that in a ollisionless plasma,

arbon density pro�le is naturally peaked, but this peaking is smaller than the peaking of the

eletrons. The diretion of the anomalous pinh for the impurity has been investigated in the

limit of R=LnD = R=LnC = 0, as a funtion of the logarithmi temperature gradients. It has

been found that, like for the eletron partile ux, when the rotation the mode dominating the

transport is in the eletron diamagneti diretion, the arbon ux is direted outwards, whereas

when the mode rotates in the ion diamagneti diretion, the arbon ux is direted inward, like

the eletron partile ux. In the ase of alulations with realisti ollisionalities, we �nd that the

partile ux of the arbon still rosses zero for �nite values of the arbon logarithmi gradient.

However, as mentioned before, this is not the ase for the eletron partile ux with respet

to the eletron logarithmi gradient. This makes that in ollisional runs the working point is

predited to have peaked arbon pro�les and at eletron density pro�les, in disagreement with

the experiments, in whih relatively eletron density pro�les are measured more peaked than

the arbon density density pro�les [5℄.

Finally, linear gyrokineti alulations with the GS2 ode have been performed to study the

transport of small impuritiy onentration injeted by laser ablation in AUG or JET plasmas.

The alulations are eletrostati, and inlude the e�ets of ollisions on all the speies. The

parameters of the main speies have been taken as average values measured in a series of JET

plasmas ℄58141 to ℄58144 and ℄58149, at �� = 0.35 [8℄. These parameters are: r/R = 0.17,
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shear = 0.3, q = 2.67, �MHD = 0.5, R=LTe = 5, R=LT i = 7, Te=Ti = 0.88, Te = 5 keV,

ne = 2.5 1019, B = 3.3 T. Around this base ase, the ouples of parameters [R=Ln, R=LTe℄,

[R=Ln, Te=Ti℄, [R=Ln, R=LT i℄ and [R=Ln, Ti=Te℄ have been sanned over intervals whih largely

over the experimental variations measured in the di�erent disharges. QL di�usion and pinh

veloity for the impurity (nikel) are omputed by inluding for eah set of input parameters

a third speies of nikel ions, in extremely low onetration in order to be negligible in the

quasi{neutrality ondition. The ion temperature and ion temperature gradient of the nikel

are the same as those for the Deuterium, whereas the value of R=LnNi (logarithmi density

gradient of the nikel) is varied over the three values 0, 3, and 6 for eah set of input parameters

of the main speies. The partile ux of the nikel is found to be a linear funtion of R=LnNi,

onsistently with the fat that the nikel is a trae in this plasma (Fig. 5). From the linear

relationship between nikel ux and nikel logarithmi density gradient, the nikel di�usion

oeÆient and pinh an be identi�ed unambiguously. These, as well as their ratio, are then

omputed for the full set of input parameters desribed above. The dependene of DNi and

RVNi=DNi of the nikel trae obtained in the san on [R=Ln, Te=Ti℄ is shown in Fig. 6. The

di�usion DNi of the nikel are plotted in gyroBohm units. For these JET plasmas at �� = 0.35,

the nikel has �GB = 0:036 m2/s. It is found that the ratio VNi=DNi dereases by inreasing

both the eletron R=Ln as well as the eletron temperature. Up to moderately peaked density

pro�les (R=Ln = 4), the impurities are pushed outwards with inreasing R=LTe (Fig. 7). On

the ontrary at density pro�les and small logarithmi ion temperature gradients (R=Ln � 2

and R=LT i � 5) lead to strong impurity aumulation (RVNi=DNi muh larger than R=Ln of

the main speies). This dereases by inreasing R=LT i (Fig. 7). On the ontrary, for peaked

density pro�les (R=Ln > 3), an inrease of R=LT i leads to an inrease of the impurity peaking,

and the same does an inrease of the ion temperature.
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